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### BRACKETS AUTO TRANSMISSION

- **Bracket, Cable Support, Turbo 350…’68-’69**
  Original GM cable support bracket for ‘68-’69 with TH350 transmission. Mounting is 3 5/8" center to center.
  - Z20068 .............................. $7.99 Each

- **Bracket, Cable Support, Turbo 400…’68-’69**
  Original GM cable support bracket for ‘68-’69 with TH400 transmission.
  - Z20069 .............................. $13.50 Each

- **Bracket, Kick-Down Switch, T-400…’68-’69**
  Reproduction automatic transmission selector lever bracket used with TH350 and TH400 transmissions. This lever installs on transmission when attaching shift cable. Use with stud Z20060.
  - Z20061 ............................ $22.99 Each

- **Bracket, Kick-Down Switch, T-400, Holley…’67-’69**
  Reproduction mounting bracket and tab for attaching a Turbo 400 Kick Down switch on cars with Quadra-Jet carburetors.
  - Z20043 .............................. $35.00 Set

- **Bracket, Selector Lever Cable…’68-’69**
  Reproduction automatic transmission selector lever bracket used with TH350 and TH400 transmissions.
  - Z20050 .............................. $7.50 Each

- **Clip, Horseshoe, Shifter Cable…’68-’72**
  Horseshoe clip for retaining shift cable to bracket or shifter. Two required per car.
  - Z20048 .............................. $2.00 Each

- **Clip, Retainer, Shifter Cable…’68-’72**
  Retainer clip for securing shift cable to shifter or to stud on selector lever.
  - Z20049 .............................. $2.89 Each

- **Stud, Cable Mounting…’68-’69**
  Stud for attaching shift cable to selector lever on ‘68-’69 TH350 or TH400 transmissions.
  - Z20050 .............................. $7.50 Each

### COOLING LINES AUTO TRANSMISSION

- **Cooling Line, PowerGlide…’67-’69**
  - Z20052 (OE) ........................ $45.00 Pair
  - Z20053 (SS) ........................ $69.00 Pair

- **Cooling Line, Turbo 400…’67-’69**
  - Z20056 (OE) ........................ $45.00 Pair
  - Z20057 (SS) ........................ $69.00 Pair

- **Cooling Line, Turbo 350, 700-R4…’70-’74**
  One-Half inch fitting at radiator.
  - Z20114 (OE) ........................ $45.00 Pair
  - Z20115 (SS) ........................ $69.00 Pair

- **Cooling Line, Turbo 400, 700-R4…’70-’74**
  - Z20114-1 (OE) ........................ $45.00 Pair
  - Z20115-1 (SS) ........................ $69.00 Pair

- **Cooling Line, V6, 700-R4…’82-’87**
  - Z23040 (OE) ........................ $45.00 Pair
  - Z23041 (SS) ........................ $75.00 Pair
**DRIVESHAFT YOKE-AUTO TRANSMISSION**
- Driveshaft Yoke, TH400, Front
  Fine spline yoke fits TH400 tail shaft.
  Z20123..............................$109.95 Each

**FLYWHEEL FLEXPLATE-AUTO TRANSMISSION**
- Automatic Flexplate TH350 14"...’69-’78
  Automatic flex plate used with larger torque converter.
  Z20124..............................$20.50 Each
- Automatic Flexplate TH350 12"...’73-’78
  Automatic flex plate used with smaller torque converter.
  Z20125..............................$27.50 Each
- Inspection Cover, TH350 Plastic
  Z20088..............................DISCONTINUED!

**DIP STICK TUBE-AUTO TRANSMISSION**
- Dip Stick Tube, TH350, Chrome
  Chrome replacement dip stick and filler tube fits TH350 transmissions.
  Z20101..............................$19.95 Each

**CROSS MEMBER-AUTO TRANSMISSION**
- Cross Member, Turbo 400...’67-’69
  For all small block and big block applications.
  Z20058-R..........................$69.95 Each
- Cross Member, Turbo 400...’70-’74
  For all small block and big block applications.
  Z20058-2..........................$79.95 Each
- Cross Member, PG, TH350, 4-SP SB...’67-’69
  Z20058-SB..........................$69.95 Each

**KNOBS-AUTO TRANSMISSION**
- Button, Automatic Floor Shift Release
  ...’67
  F00550..............................$15.50 Each

**OIL PAN-AUTO TRANSMISSION**
- Oil Pan, Turbo 400...’67-up
  Z20102A..............................$93.42 Each

**KICK-DOWN LINKAGE ROD-AUTO TRANSMISSION**
- Linkage Rod and Swivel, PG Kickdown
  2-bbl...’67-’72
  Z20146..............................$29.95 Each
- Linkage Rod Clip...’67-’69
  Z20146-clip........................$1.89 Each
- Linkage Rod and Swivel, PG Kickdown
  4-bbl...’67-’72
  Z20147..............................$29.95 Each
- Linkage, Kickdown PowerGlide...’67
  Z20145..............................$19.95 Each

**LOWER LOCK OUT ROD-AUTO TRANSMISSION**
- Lower Lock Out Rod, Turbo-400...’69
  Lockout rod is needed on floor shift cars to lock steering column when putting car in park.
  Z20108..............................$27.95 Each
- Lower Lock Out Rod, Turbo-350
  Z20000-TH..........................Use Z20108
- Lower Lock Out Rod, PowerGlide
  Z20000-PG..........................Call for Availability!
Most Orders Shipped Within 24 Hours!
• SHIFTER HANDLE & ASSEMBLY AUTO TRANS

- Automatic Shifter Handle, with Release...68-69, 70-72
  Beautiful reproduction by Hugger Performance. Comes fully loaded with pull-up mechanism.
  F00560 ................................ $69.00 Each

- Shifter Base, Console Auto Shift...68-69
  F00560-B ................................ $44.95 Each

- Automatic Shifter Assembly...73-81
  Z20134 ................................ $95.00 Each

- Automatic Floor Shifter Assembly with Release...70-72
  Complete reproduction shifter assembly for console equipped cars. Will install on all two and three speed transmissions. Includes complete assembly, minus neutral safety switch. Base assembly with plated finish ensures a Concorse quality product.
  F00561 ................................ $149.95 Each

• VACUUM LINE
  AUTO TRANSMISSION

- Automatic Shifter Assembly, with Release...68-69
  F00560-C ................................ $129.00 Each

- Shifter Handle, Turbo 400, USED...67
  Original used '67 TH400 shifter for console shift. Use with rod Z20062.
  Z20064 ................................ Call for Availability!

- Shifter Spring Small w/Cotter Pin...67
  Z20163 ................................ $4.50 Each

- Shifter Spring Small w/Screw Cap...67
  Z20162 ................................ $4.50 Each

- Washer Set for Auto Shifter...67
  Wavy and flat washer used in repair of curved-T handle shifter.
  Z20164 ................................ $6.50 Each

- Console Shifter, PowerGlide, USED...67
  for PowerGlide transmission. This part can be adapted for use with TH350 or TH400 trans.
  Z50103 ................................ Call for Availability!

- Vacuum Line, PG...’67-'69
  Z20099 (OE) .......................... $29.00 Each
  Z20098 (SS) .......................... $39.00 Each

- Vacuum Line, TH350 LH Modulator...’67-'68
  Z20081-SS (SS) ........................ $39.00 Each

- Vacuum Line, TH400...’67-'69
  Z20060 (OE) .......................... $29.00 Each
  Z20082 (SS) .......................... $39.00 Each

- Vacuum Line, TH350 RH Modulator...’67-'69
  Z20059 (OE) .......................... $29.00 Each
  Z20081 (SS) .......................... $39.00 Each

- Vacuum Line, Z/28...’74
  Z20160 (OE) .......................... $29.00 Each
  Z20161 (SS) .......................... $39.00 Each

- Vacuum Line, TH350...’78-'81
  Z20156 (OE) .......................... $29.00 Each
  Z20157 (SS) .......................... $39.00 Each

- Vacuum Line, TH400...’78
  Z20016 (OE) .......................... $29.00 Each
  Z20017 (SS) .......................... $39.00 Each

- Vacuum Modulator Delco T400
  Z20176 ................................ $34.95 Each

- Vacuum Modulator Replacement T400
  Z20176-R ............................. $17.95 Each

• TRANSMISSION MOUNT
  AUTO TRANSMISSION

- TH350 or PowerGlide Trans Mount, 3-Speed or 4-Speed...’67-'75
  This mount will work with ’67-'75 Camaros having PowerGlide, TH350, 3-speed, or 4-speed transmission.
  Z20066 ................................ $9.50 Each

- TH400 Trans Mount...’67-'75
  This replacement transmission rubber mount used on TH400 transmissions. It installs as original.
  Z20067 ................................ $9.50 Each

- Syncromesh GM Transmission Fluid
  Z20153 ................................ $12.99 Each

World Wide Web Orders:
  www.drclassic.com

Tech Line/Order Line..... 800-472-6952
Fax Line 24 HR ............... 800-390-0070
An original speedometer gear for manual or PowerGlide or TH350 transmissions. This is the driven gear installed behind the cable output fitting.

**SPEEDOMETER GEAR-DRIVEN**

- Gear 3.08, 2.73, 20 Teeth; Blue-Black
  Z20079 ............................ $9.00 Each
- Gear 3.31, 21 Teeth; Red
  Z20080 ............................ $9.00 Each
- Gear 3.55, 23 Teeth; Black
  Z20077 ............................ $9.00 Each

**SPEEDOMETER GEAR-DRIVEN**

- Gear 3.73, 4.56, 24 Teeth; Yellow
  Z20078 ............................ $9.00 Each
- Gear 4.10, 22 Teeth; Green
  Z20111 ............................ $9.00 Each
- Gear 4.88, 25 Teeth; Orange
  Z20075 ............................ $9.00 Each

**BELLHOUSING**

- V-8 Bellhousing, 10 1/2″ used
  Original used GM bellhousing for use with 10-1/2″ clutch.
  Z50019 ............................ Call for Availability!
- V-8 Bellhousing, 11″, used
  Original used GM bellhousing for use with 11″ clutch. Has correct part number.
  Z50020 ............................ Call for Availability!
- Bellhousing, 11″ #621, OE Style, repro
  This new Chevy high performance 11 style bell housing fits most Chevy models. 64-’81. Big Block and Small Block.
  Z20004-OE ........................... $159.95 Each

**BELLHOUSING**

- Bellhousing Boot…’64-’81
  M00002 ............................. $9.95 Each

**BELLHOUSING**

- Bellhousing Clutch Fork, GM
  Original GM clutch fork installs into bellhousing.
  Z21006 ............................. $107.95 Each

**BELLHOUSING**

- Bellhousing Clutch Fork, repro…’67-‘81
  Reproduction clutch fork installs into bellhousing as original. Will fit ’67-’81 manual shift cars.
  Z20006 ............................. $19.95 Each

**BELLHOUSING**

- Bellhousing Pivot Ball
  Original pivot ball installs into bellhousing to support clutch fork.
  Z20007 ............................. $14.50 Each

**CLUTCH BELLCRANK STANDARD TRANS**

- Clutch Bellcrank, BB…’67-’69
  Reproduction clutch bellcrank also referred to as Z-bar installs as original. Just clutch bellcrank, no other hardware.
  Z20002 ............................. $37.95 Each

**CLUTCH BELLCRANK STANDARD TRANS**

- Clutch Bellcrank, BB or SB…’70-’81
  Z200019-R ........................... $54.95 Each

**CLUTCH BELLCRANK STANDARD TRANS**

- Clutch Bellcrank, SB…’67-’69
  Reproduction clutch bellcrank. Installs as original.
  Z20001 ............................. $32.99 Each

- Clutch Bellcrank Felts
  Z20003 ............................. $3.20 Each

Most Orders Shipped Within 24 Hours!
**CLUTCH STANDARD TRANS**

- Clutch Adjusting Rod, 2-piece...67-69
  2 piece clutch adjusting rod installs from clutch cross shaft to clutch fork. Fits all big block and small block applications.
  
  Z20013.............................$13.95 Each
- Clutch Adjusting Rod, 2-pc, BB...67-69
  Big block clutch lower pushrod. Includes swivel.
  Z20013-BB........................$14.95 Each
- Clutch Rod Firewall Block-Off Plate
  Z20017.............................$16.95 Each

- Clutch Cross Shaft Bushing Set
  Kit includes two bushings, one retainer clip, two felts, and block side pivot ball.
  Z20074.............................$16.00 Set

- Clutch Cross Shaft Mounting Bkt...67-69
  Clutch cross shaft mounting bracket attaches to frame side to support pivot ball stud.
  Z20014.............................$10.00 Each

- Clutch Cross Shaft Mount Bracket...70-81
  Z20112.............................$14.95 Each
- Clutch Cross Shaft Frame Bracket
  Hardware attaches to the frame 67-69
  Z20014-H.........................$3.99 Each

**CLUTCH STANDARD TRANS**

- Clutch and Pressure Plate, 10-3/4" Coarse
  Z20010.............................$169.95 Each
- Clutch and Pressure Plate, 10-3/4" Fine
  Z20010-F.........................$159.95 Each
- Clutch and Pressure Plate, 11" Coarse
  Z20011................................$159.95 Each
  New Borg Warner "Brut Power" clutch and pressure plate fits 11" bell housing for coarse spline output shaft.

  - Z20011................................$159.95 Each
  - Clutch and Pressure Plate, 11" Fine
    Z20011................................$159.95 Each
    Borg Warner "Brut Power" clutch and pressure plate fits 11" bell housing for fine spline output shaft.

  - Z20011................................$159.95 Each

- Pivot Ball, Block Side
  Replacement block side pivot ball installs into block to support clutch cross shaft.
  Z20008.................................$9.95 Each

- Pivot Ball, Stud Frame Side
  Replacement frame side pivot ball installs into bracket on subframe to support clutch cross shaft.
  Z20027.................................$11.95 Each

**CROSSMEMBER- STANDARD TRANS**

- Cross Member, 4-speed, BB, new...67-69
  For correct restoration, you need this rare item. For '67-9 Camaro. Now available in reproduction.
  Z20058-BB............................$129.95 Each

- Cross Member, PG, TH350, SB 4-sp...67-69
  For all applications except TH400.
  Z20058-SB............................$69.95 Each

**NEUTRAL SWITCH- STANDARD TRANS**

- Neutral Safety Switch, Manual Trans...'69
  E00061...............................$62.95 Each

**PRESSURE PLATE BOLTS- STANDARD TRANS**

- Return Spring Bracket, BB...67-'69
  Bracket for clutch return spring on big block engine. Attaches to exhaust manifold stud.
  Z20012.................................$10.00 Each

- Return Spring Extension Rod SB...67-69
  A unique rod that extends clutch return spring to clutch fork. Used on small block engines.
  Z20018.................................$4.95 Each

- Return Spring, Big Block...67-'69
  Clutch return spring for big block cars. Use with bracket Z20012
  Z20113.................................$6.95 Each

- Return Spring, Small Block...70-'72
  Z20016-1.............................$8.95 Each
  Z20016-2.............................$8.95 Each

- Return Spring...’73-'81
  Z20016-2.............................$8.95 Each

**TRANSMISSION**

- Return Spring...’73-'81
  Z20016-2.............................$8.95 Each

**World Wide Web Orders:**
www.drclassic.com

Tech Line/Order Line.....800-472-6952
Fax Line 24 HR ..............800-390-0070
Most Orders Shipped Within 24 Hours!
FLYWHEEL-STANDARD TRANSMISSION

- Flywheel, 10 1/2", GM, USED
  Used original GM flywheel for 10 1/2" bell housing.
  Z20024 ..................... Call for Availability!

- Flywheel, 11", GM, USED
  Used original flywheel for 11" bell housing.
  Z20026 ..................... Call for Availability!

- Flywheel, 11", replacement, new
  New replacement flywheel for 11" bell housing.
  Z20025-R ..................... $114.95 Each

- Inspection Cover, 10 1/2"...'67-'70
  Reproduction flywheel inspections cover for 10 1/2" bell housing. Fits '67-'70
  Z20019 ......................... $17.95 Each

- Inspection Cover...’75-'81
  Reproduction, manual trans, w/350 engine.
  Z20019-2 ...................... $29.99 Each

- Inspection Cover, 11"...’67-'74
  Reproduction flywheel inspections cover for 11".
  Fits ’67-'74.
  Z20020 ......................... $25.99 Each

- Inspection Cover Bolts 1/2"-20 x 1/2"
  Kit of four attaching bolts for inspection covers. One kit required per car.
  These bolts have correct head markings.
  Z20022 ......................... $2.19 Kit

- Bolt Set, Flywheel to Crank, 6-pc
  Securing manual trans flywheel to crankshaft.
  T00309 ......................... $7.99 Set

LOCKOUT LINKAGE-STANDARD TRANS

- Lockout Linkage, Bellcrank, Reverse...’69
  Bellcrank attaches to frame providing a pivot for the reverse lock-out. Used on all ’69 4-speed cars. Part of Z20086 kit.
  Z20039-C ..................... $45.00 Each

- Lockout Linkage, Reverse Set...’69
  Locks steering column when parking the car. It is also necessary for backup lights to operate.
  Z20086 ......................... Sale! $79.50 Set

- Lockout Linkage Rod, Reverse, Upper...’69
  Z20040 ......................... $25.00 Each

- Lockout Linkage Rod, Rev, Upper 4-speed...’70-'75
  Z20040-70 ..................... $24.95 Each

- Clamp, Reverse Lock-Out Upper Rod
  Z20039-CLAMP ................ $1.06 Each

- E-Clip, Lock-Out Retainer
  Z20039-ECLP ................... $0.50 Each

- Steering Column Grommet to 4-Spd Rod
  Spacer Z20039-S fits into grommet Z20039-G. Then rod Z20040 fits into spacer Z20039-S
  Z20039-G ..................... $3.95 Each

- Steering Column Spacer for 4-Speed Rod
  Spacer installs into the steering column grommet Z20039-G. The 4-speed lock-out upper rod installs into this spacer.
  Z20039-S ..................... $2.49 Each

- Steering Column Grommet to 4-Spd Rod
  Z20039-S fits into grommet Z20039-G. Then rod Z20040 fits into spacer Z20039-S
  Z20039-G ..................... $3.95 Each

- Lockout Linkage, Reverse, 4-spd...’70-’74
  Reverse Lockout Linkage kit includes both upper and lower rods and the swivel bracket. Fits 70-74 Camaro and Firebird with a Muncie trans.
  Z20086-70 ..................... $129.95 Set

- Lockout Linkage Rod, Reverse, 4-speed-Upper...’69
  A commonly missing part, the lower lockout rod connects reverse lever on 4-speed Muncie transmissions to bellcrank. Part of kit Z20086.
  Z20037 ......................... $25.00 Each

- Lockout Linkage Rod, Reverse, 4-speed-Lower...’70-'75
  Z20037-70 ..................... $34.95 Each

- Lockout Linkage Rod, Reverse, Upper 4-speed
  ...’70-'75
  Z20040-70 ..................... $24.95 Each

- Linkage Set, Hurst...’67-'68
  Used when installing a Hurst shifter to Muncie transmissions.
  Z20028-78 ................... $204.99 Set
  Linkage kit 67-8 Saginaw Hurst Replacement
  Z20028-S ..................... $204.99 Set

- Linkage Set, Hurst/Saginaw...’67-'68
  Used to install a Hurst shifter into a Saginaw 4-speed transmission.
  Z20139 ......................... $204.99 Set

- Bracket, Shifter Mounting w/4sp SB...’69
  Z20028-SB .................... $49.95 Each

- Linkage Set, Hurst, OE style, SB...’69
  Z20028 ......................... $119.95 Set

- Linkage Set, Hurst, Big Block...’69
  Z20028-LB ..................... $209.95 Set
**LINKAGE-STANDARD TRANSMISSION**

- **Linkage Set, Hurst**...’70-’74
  A Hurst replacement of the original linkage kit used when installing a Hurst shifter to Muncie transmissions. Kit includes shifter mounting brackets and hardware, rods, levers, clips, and instructions.
  Z20119 .................................. $169.95 Set

- **Linkage Set, Borg Warner**...’75-’81
  Z20119-7 .................. $159.95 Set

**REPLACEMENT OR OR CONVERSION PEDALS**

- **Bushing, Clutch & Brake Pin**
  Replacement bushings for clutch or brake pedal arm to pivot pin. Two required per pedal.
  Z20400 .................................. $3.79 Each

  *Replacement brake and clutch pedal assembly may be used when converting automatic to manual transmission.*

- **Bushing, Clutch & Brake Pin**...’67-’68
  Includes core price. Transmissions with stud type linkage were used in ’67-8 Camaro’s. Coarse 10 spline.
  Z20092-67 ..................... $1350.95 Each

- **Bushing, Clutch & Brake Pin**...’69
  Includes core price. ’69 shift arm (no studs). Transmissions with bolt type linkage were used in ’69 Camaro’s. Coarse 10 spline.
  Z20092-69 ..................... $1350.95 Each

**MUNCIE STANDARD TRANS**

- **Muncie, M-20 Coarse Wide w/Stud, Rebuilt**...’67-’68
  Includes core price. Transmissions with stud type linkage were used in ’67-8 Camaro’s. Coarse 10 spline.
  Z20092 ............ $1295.90 Each

- **Muncie, M-20 Coarse Wide w/Bolt, Rebuilt**...’69
  Includes core price. ’69 shift arm (no studs). Transmissions with bolt type linkage were used in ’69 Camaro’s. Coarse 10 spline.
  Z20092-69 ..................... $1350.95 Each

- **Muncie, M-21 Coarse Close w/Stud, Rebuilt**...’67-’68
  Z20093-67 ..................... $1449.95 Each

- **Muncie, M-21 Coarse Close w/Bolt, Rebuilt**...’69
  Includes core price. ’69 shift arm (no studs). Transmissions with bolt type linkage were used in ’69 Camaro’s. Coarse 10 spline.
  Z20093-69 ..................... $1350.95 Each

- **Muncie, M-22 Coarse Close w/Stud, Rebuilt**...’67-’68
  For number matching, an additional charge applies.
  Z20094-67 ..................... $2599.90 Each

- **Muncie, M-22 Coarse Close w/Bolt, Rebuilt**...’69
  Includes core price. Coarse 10 spline. Rebuilt
  Z20094-69 ..................... $2599.90 Each

- **Muncie, M-20 fine, Rebuilt**
  For number matching, an additional charge applies.
  Z20095 ..................... $1350.95 Each

- **Muncie, M-21 fine, Rebuilt**
  For number matching, an additional charge applies.
  Z20096 ..................... $1450.95 Each

- **Muncie, M-22 fine, Rebuilt**
  For number matching, an additional charge applies.
  Z20097 ..................... $2800.95 Each

- **Borg Warner, T-10, Rebuilt**
  Z20092-T ..................... $1295.90 Each

**REPLACEMENT OR OR CONVERSION PEDALS**

- **Brake and Clutch Pedal Assembly**...’67-’68
  New reproduction brake and clutch pedal assembly for ’67-68 cars.
  Z20076 .................. $65.00 Set

- **Brake and Clutch Pedal Assembly**...’69-
  New reproduction brake and clutch pedal assembly for ’69 cars. Also fits ’69-72 Novas.
  Z20076-A .................. $35.95 Each

- **Brake Pedal Assembly, Automatic**...’67-’69
  Z20076-A ......... $35.95 Each

- **Brake and Clutch Pedal Assembly**...’70-’71
  New reproduction brake and clutch pedal assembly for ’70-’71 cars.
  Z20076-70 ............... $85.00 Set

- **Brake and Clutch Pedal Assembly**...’72-’71
  New reproduction brake and clutch pedal assembly for ’72-’71 cars.
  Z20076-72 ............... $85.00 Set

- **Clutch Pedal Bumper**...’67-’81
  Z20158 .................. $3.99 Each

- **Brake Pedal Arm Retainer Clip**
  Z20076-C .................. $4.00 Each

**TRANSMISSION REPLACEMENT OR OR CONVERSION PEDALS**

- **Brake and Clutch Pedal Assembly, Automatic**...’67-
  New reproduction brake and clutch pedal assembly for ‘67-68 cars.
  Z20076 ......... $65.00 Set

- **Brake and Clutch Pedal Assembly**...’69-
  New reproduction brake and clutch pedal assembly for ’69 cars. Also fits ’69-72 Novas.
  Z20076-A ........... $35.95 Each

- **Brake Pedal Assembly, Automatic**...’67-’69
  Z20076-A ........... $35.95 Each

- **Brake and Clutch Pedal Assembly**...’70-
  New reproduction brake and clutch pedal assembly for ’70-’71 cars.
  Z20076-70 ............... $85.00 Set

- **Brake and Clutch Pedal Assembly**...’72-
  New reproduction brake and clutch pedal assembly for ’72-’81 cars.
  Z20076-72 ............... $85.00 Set

- **Clutch Pedal Bumper**...’67-’81
  Z20158 .................. $3.99 Each

- **Brake Pedal Arm Retainer Clip**
  Z20076-C .................. $4.00 Each

Most Orders Shipped Within 24 Hours!
**MUNCIE HARDWARE STANDARD TRANS**

- **Muncie Bearing Nut, Front**
  Z200014 ........................ $12.32 Each

- **Gear, Second...’63-'74**
  Except M-22.
  Z200004 ........................ $139.95 Each

- **Gear, Third...’63-'74**
  Except M-22.
  Z200005 ........................ $139.95 Each

- **Gear, Reverse...’63-'74**
  Replacement gear for M20-22.
  Z200001 ........................ $139.95 Each

- **Bearings, Seal, & Gasket Set**
  Z200011 ........................ $99.95 Set

- **Gear, Reverse Idler (rear) M20-M21**
  Z200008 ........................ $139.95 Each

- **Keys (dogs)**
  Keys or dogs are used on Muncie transmissions.
  Z20103 .......................... $2.12 Each

- **Thrust Washer**
  Z200015 ........................ $8.95 Each

- **Retainers, Front Bearing**
  Z200013 ........................ $59.95 Each

- **Overhaul Set (complete)**
  Includes four Synchro rings, all Synchro keys, needle rollers, thrust washer, snap rings, gaskets, input and rear bearings, input seals, shifter seals, two front retainers.
  Z200011-1 ........................ $149.95 Set

- **Muncie Keys and Springs Kit**
  Six keys and 4 springs.
  Z200011-1KT ..................... $8.95 Set

- **Shift Lever Set...’67-'68**
  Z20034 ........................... $49.95 Set

- **Linkage Kit, Muncie, Orig Style...’67-'68**
  Reproduction set includes, shift levers, swivels, and rods for ’67-'68 4-speed Muncie transmission and Muncie shifter.
  Z20085 ........................... $159.00 Set

- **Shift Rod Thin Nut, Muncie...’67-'67**
  Z20085-N ........................ $0.50 Each

- **Shifter Swivel, Muncie, 3-pc...’67-'68**
  Z20085-swivel ................... $29.95 Each

**MUNCIE HARDWARE STANDARD TRANS**

- **Shifter Stabilizer Rod & Bracket...’67-'68**
  A la Carte.
  Z20127-C ......................... $40.00 Each

- **Slider, 1-2 or 3-4**
  Z20130 .......................... $49.00 Each

- **Small Parts Kit...’63-'65**
  Z200009 .......................... $32.00 Set

- **Small Parts Kit...’66-'74**
  Z200010 .......................... $29.95 Set

- **Springs, 4-speed**
  Replacement springs for Muncie 4-speed transmission.
  Z20104 ........................... $4.95 Each

- **Synchro Assembly 1-2 or 3-4**
  This is a hub and slider assembly.
  Z200006 .......................... $139.95 Each

- **Synchro Brass Blocker Ring...’63-'74**
  Synchro brass blocker ring for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th gears on Muncie transmissions.
  Z200007 .......................... $12.95 Each

- **Trans Output Plug**
  TH350, 4-speed
  Replaces the output yoke on the trans. Helps keep any fluid not removed from trans from escaping when trans is tilted back, or removed or stored.
  Z20165 ........................... $9.95 Each

**MUNCIE HARDWARE STANDARD TRANS**

- **Trans Output Plug TH350, 4-speed**
  Z20165 ........................... $9.95 Each
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Reproduction of the original Muncie shifter for hi-performance Camaros. This quality reproduction shifter assembly includes the correct linkage and is completely ready to install. This is the 1st design style, with plain lever.

Z20028-M7 .................... $269.95 Each

- Muncie Shifter w/Linkage and Stamping
  ...’67-’68

A reproduction of the original Muncie shifter for hi-performance Camaros. This quality reproduction shifter assembly includes the correct linkage and is completely ready to install. This is the second design style, which included the word “Muncie” stamped into the shift lever.

Z20028-M .................... $279.95 Each

- Shifter Assembly, Muncie, 4-speed
  ...’67-’68

Original ’67-’68 Muncie shifter rebuilt and replated appears like new. This rebuilt shifter assembly includes the correct linkage and is completely ready to install. This is the second design style, which included the word “Muncie” stamped into the shift lever.

Z20042 ........................... $295.00 Each

- Shifter Assembly, Hurst, replacement
  ...’67-’68

Original Hurst shifter for ’69 Camaro 4-speed transmission fits either big block or small block engines. Use with linkage kit Z20028. Requires a handle.

Z20043 ...............................................

• Nylon Bushing & Clip Set...’69
  For ’69 Hurst Shifter

Z20070-BKIT ...................................

SHIFTERS
STANDARD TRANS

- Shifter Assembly, Hurst replacement for-Saginaw...’67-’68
Z20121-S ............................ $379.99 Each

- Shifter Assembly, Hurst...’69

- Shifter, Hurst Body, replacement...’69

Z20120 ...............................

• Shifter, Hurst, replacement...’70-’72

Replacement Hurst Competition Plus shifter is available for Muncie 4-speed transmissions installed in ’67-’68 Camaros. Use with installation kit Z20028, required when installing this shifter

Z20121 ................................... $379.99 Each

• Shifter Assembly, Hurst replacement for-Saginaw...’67-’68
Z20121-S ............................ $379.99 Each

- Shifter Assembly, Hurst...’69

- Shifter, Hurst Body, replacement...’69

Z20043 ...............................................

• Nylon Bushing & Clip Set...’69
  For ’69 Hurst Shifter

Z20070-BKIT ...................................

SHIFTERS
STANDARD TRANS

- Shifter Assembly, Hurst, replacement
  ...’67-’68

Replacement Hurst Competition Plus shifter is available for Muncie 4-speed transmissions installed with or without console, handle included. Installation kit Z20028 is required with this shifter. Order knob separately.

Z20070-R ....................... $379.99 Each

• Shifter, Hurst Body, replacement...’69

Z20070-74 .......................... $259.95 Each

- Shifter Handle, Hurst, Nickel/Chrome,-repro...’70-’72

Bolt on shifter stick, nickel/chrome plated.

Z20117 ................................... $84.95 Each

- Shifter Handle, Hurst, Chrome-replacement...’67-’68
Z23071-A ........................... $79.95 Each

- Shifter Handle, Hurst, Chrome-replacement ...’69
Z23071 ............................. $84.95 Each

- Shifter Handle, Hurst, replacement...’67-’68

- Shifter Handle, Hurst, Chrome-replacement ...’69
Z23071 ............................. $84.95 Each

- Shifter Assembly, Hurst, replacement for-Saginaw...’67-’68
Z20121-S ............................ $379.99 Each

- Shifter Assembly, Hurst...’69
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